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The	Problem:	Fitting	a	model
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Dynamic	graph

Estimated	
parameters

Data	stream	or	
fixed	data	of	
interactions

X	<-->	Y
X	<-->	A
C	<-->	M

Model

Parameter	fitting

Pr(Gn|Gn0 ;✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="LVMK+LJd3d6TpbD+oGxOAySsrbY=">AAAZkHiclVltc9tEEL6Wt1IKpOVThi+iITOltMEJQykwHZq24LbTBGOatkOU8Ui2HIvIlivJblLhP8Cv4Sv8E/4Nu8+ebMnWW5OJfdrbZ3dvb1/uFHvsuWHUaPx37vxbb7/z7nsX3r/4waUPP/p47fKVZ6E/CbrOQdf3/OCFbYWO546cg8iNPOfFOHCsoe05z+2T+zz/fOoEoeuPnkZnY+doaB2P3L7btSIiddY+Nw8NsxVca3ZGxp9GsxOPOo3ZD6Y9jM1o4ETW7AvDPOqsbTS2GvgxVgfberCh9E/Lv3zpujJVT/mqqyZqqBw1UhGNPWWpkH4P1bZqqDHRjlRMtIBGLuYdNVMXCTshLoc4LKKe0OcxPR1q6oieWWYIdJe0ePQXENJQm5qnR+M+qPLN+o0Ub5GOGLJD+rMIMVA39HOozujbnj8nMsM5hbmHFdZHhLsNq11Cj0Hh9XQztvfp26PniHTw5xlxOjTqESqgUZdoHlGFwjoC+hYP8hoH8KgFPodGYaFNBlnCuBP1Wlveg362zkl5i/nG9M376cAbNs1MsFu8A0Oy5gTjhtpS36lb5JXG/K/YJzHpYg3sa5b+SvOy9lepObZkiD0ZkYWs0SJJNs1Y9GnT7Cm0y7NE0SH5+ZBk/azukSyXcLxDRyS/2JoJWeFhL/J/N+kvJFlDQnrw34FqqyepXWKpEXw6IpnFmthmn57F4nBFJ2sSj/e1x11EnEV6b6qXJJVHLvQaqXUX73VMaBf719fRkadTPD3W0WPM454jIUzl1Lb6Su3Q7hpYb5d2vVjvEHp5LYmXZit6l3l8wgbY5QE9l+2ZjaxjKYltE3iL/W8QiueL0QvP9bEjEeF85A1H4mZhLo8pnvrgO0U+L6zldZxqi0zY0UWucGZlubgOhohl1n/HuMqS6LMsX5gSojKIBTPtP6kVWW2G5jaQ0VXRERLd1pkV6WgT6TLDMo6RIeVy0vW4rMp6NBpjbqI7hQ+rb+g5X1c1rqp5tIWfjVJrsusp8+xI96oANaesE8Xwdw8yJVrCUu6kfkkfLK+Hq1FoovKdQIulppAiszyazqN4gv4avBGmvONW5UdZzkv/jIDytH8WtX25optqV+1hN/lscARK4uNDxLWnu9KNVITdQUbJmj4j3Df0+QrZxRaylBgVoE9yRf73NNogzlmm06xa8xP6iTlfB3eZGNR0nzRVi/THGc6ARjHos0ot95a0SC2IQS9HPqI1MtbI2Ngnyja8WI7uqv0VdKJ7vxa+XYhv18K3CvGtGvh2gd/alX7bL8Tu10IXYauQ9wuQ9yuRXfWwAPuwBrZZgG1WYptEkZMJc3dyYjyZTyTlVwLOTw8d+fW81hTptAktcR0jx1zCjVHVztD1zvSpa2GJVLxjVO24hC5yqzPSptqY6H9THfn06VxvUgGT2iHdmZFTIOTZRW1LelXCu0uj6ZJdco47IdpuamUJoon8yudv5vC31FNdS38nG8YU03LL4hiVM2GgT6ILznIJbdwh6sgRzqy0/TewaL/QplUpVVbtV9jVJOqyZ7NZtbxzfMvL6xEyk4foYT4P0cNpdxnxiOz2cxEykxd93MddIGQ0wszifJLweegq8u2hmwdLHIHmCJY4NjOx7usMm9LsROfxgD75VDnAXeMWTmpG6rZmUEcXWg/ZITR5c5C1YYwMCrFf8fy5am02tMfzUUjZwTGSlZfFcNT0tKd5VIwpP++09Wn2GPWmrSus3CjklBWA30OlTTir6lcb+l/WkJnwVUscIxe8GjIXnNVSnZprd2qv3FYOdrhKYsJXb+UBbll1Vi6c9f051r05xAqZp45vv8zN5gdUG1YrvtQAmSuuM3mYokqTVLN8TH49S6pTHma5PpX3Zh9zs/mTh/xbvKGIa5zsW+iWedWbT54m3SBWZ3YrpR4USj2oIbX+iUA89AA1xtM8e1ruLzoKLdycAnUdkuQswrrlHZk8m3SPSmjZrjDSfWQEnRP41tG3mWztlPcY2a5j614gc+lIDVCB87031TVzcfezER11bmqiuQxbhv6DqneYQsupOblfxqn3nI/Vb7g9LiSX34BPcXa18MatuhZ2KRqW33AkZ5RZpiqE6HCC4bcx4lfWchNUD/5I3neYOXYkO7innpRoXdW5h3jht58cFU/w3tjBvXyArt9TzxDZ4q/yNfdQX+SNj7e0wggV5gH93szwzDprG9vL/3VYHTzb2dr+emvn152Nu7f1fyQuqE/VVXWN9u1bdZfuTS3Kyq76S/2t/lH/rl9Zv73+4/qusJ4/pzGfqMzP+uP/AUnEAi0=</latexit>

Seed	graph

Parameters	of	
the	modelObserved	

graph

§ Data	usually	represents	a	single	snapshot																			of	the	graph	of	dynamic	
evolution	

§ Random	graph	models	tailored	to	specific	applications	provide	deep	insights	
unlike	general	learning	models	

§ Examples:	asymptotic	behavior,	clustering	properties,	properties	of	motifs	
(subgraphs	or	lower/higher	order	structures),	diffusion	over	the	graph	etc

Gobs := Gn
<latexit sha1_base64="7eApuPqXdRuPGbQdl7AQ3XIPL2w=">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</latexit>

Gn, Gn�1, . . . , Gn0
<latexit sha1_base64="TRYsWKR++kxX6ABi5j6Um9M+poM=">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</latexit>

Jithin	K.	Sreedharan		BioKDD'19
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Why	need	to	revisit	the	estimation	methods?

§ Most of the existing parameter estimation techniques overlook the critical
property of graph symmetry (also known formally as graph automorphisms).

§ The estimated parameters give statistically insignificant results concerning the
observed network

Symmetries	of	the	graph	

§ Existing	methods	heavily	depend	upon	stead-state	assumption		and	asymptotic	
properties	of	the	graph	model

§ Many	of	these	assumptions	has	been	proven	not	to	exist	or	exist	with	strong	
conditions

Parameter	estimation	methods

Goal-1:	Take	into	account	the	number	of	automorphisms of	the	observed	
network	to	restrict	the	parameter	search	to	a	more	meaningful	range

Goal-2:	Use	exact	non-asymptotic	relations	
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Why	need	to	revisit	the	estimation	methods?

§ Direct	computation	of	likelihood	of	a	dynamic	graph	model	requires	𝑂(𝑛!)
computations

§ Clever	techniques	with	importance	sampling	or	expectation-maximization	still	
requires	huge	complexity

§ For	e.g.,	for	Duplication-Divergence	graph	model,	it	is																	with	a	large	hidden	
constant	factor	(𝑛:	no.	of	nodes,	𝜀:	required	resolution)

Maximum	likelihood	method

⇥(n3/"2)
<latexit sha1_base64="MnlT6rNU0gmimE6lxUxV0u+WI7M=">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</latexit>

Given	one	snapshot	of	
the	graph,	(𝑛 − 𝑛))!
ways	to	arrange	the	
order	of	arrival	of	nodes

§ Seed	graphs	play	an	important	role	in	biological	networks
§ Previous	solutions	form	seed	graphs	as	cliques

Seed	graph	choice

✓̂ = argmax
✓

Pr(Gn|Gn0 ;✓)
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Gn0+1,...,Gn�1,Gn2G(Gn0 ,Gn)

nY

k=n0+1

Pr(Gk|Gk�1;✓)
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set	of	all	sequences	of	graphs	that	starts	with	𝐺*+ and	ends	at	𝐺*

Goal-3:	Achieve	Θ(𝑛) complexity

Goal-4:	Form	a	seed	graph	with	biological	relevance
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Duplication-Divergence	model	
(vertex-copying	model)

§ Duplication: Select a node 𝑢	from 𝐺/ uniformly at random. New 
node 𝑣	copies all connections of 𝑢.

§ Divergence: Each of the new made connections of 𝑣 are randomly 
deleted with probability 1 − 𝑝. For all other nodes, create a 
connection randomly with 𝑣 with probability 𝑟/𝑘

𝐺*+

hf

g

ec
id

ba

1

2
3

4
𝐺*

Start with seed graph 𝐺*). A time step 𝑘:
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Datasets	Used
Protein-protein	interaction	(PPI)	networks	of	7	species

A PREPRINT - JUNE 17, 2019

Notation Meaning

Gobs Observed real-world network
Gn0 Seed graph (initial graph) with n0 nodes
Gn Realization of the DD-model with fixed

parameters and n number of nodes
p, r Parameters of the DD-model
� Power law exponent
Aut(G) Automorphism group of graph G

|Aut(G)| Number of automorphisms of graph G

Ns(t) Set of neighbors of node t at time s

degs(t) Degree of a node t at time s

D(Gn) n
�1

Pn
i=1 degn(i)

D2(Gn) n
�1

Pn
i=1 deg2

n(i)
S2(Gn) Number of wedges (stars with two nodes) in Gn

C3(Gn) Number of triangles in Gn

Table 1: List of main notations

Original graph Gobs Seed graph Gn0

Organism Scientific name # Nodes # Edges log |Aut(G)| # Nodes # Edges

Baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae 6,152 531,400 267 548 5,194
Human Homo sapiens 17,295 296,637 3026 546 2,822
Fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster 9,205 60,355 1026 416 1,210
Fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe 4,177 58,084 675 412 226
Mouse-ear cress Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia 9,388 34,885 6696 613 41
Mouse Mus musculus 6,849 18,380 7827 305 7
Worm Caenorhabditis elegans 3,869 7,815 3348 185 15

Table 2: Statistics of PPI networks used in this paper and the generated seed graph Gn0 with nodes of the largest
phylogenetic ages.

only have physical and intra-species interactions. Unlike some of the previous studies that consider only the largest
connected component, the DD-model we focus in this work incorporates disconnected subgraphs and isolated nodes.

Table 2 shows the different PPI datasets considered in this paper. We have also listed the logarithm of the number
of automorphisms in the original graph, obtained using a publicly available program nauty [18]. We note here that
the PPI dataset is growing as new interactions getting added on every new release of the dataset. Many previous
studies were using older and less complete versions of the data, and therefore it is important to repeat the estimation
procedures from those studies and compare them to our methods.

2.1 Selection of seed graph Gn0

Previous studies typically assume the seed graph Gn0 as the maximal clique (or the largest two cliques) in the graph
Gn [5, 4]. Here we consider a novel formulation for the seed graph. We select the seed graph as the graph induced in
the PPI networks by the oldest proteins. That is, the proteins in the observed PPI data that are known to have the largest
phylogenetic age (taxon age). It is reasonable to expect that the same protein which appeared over different species
also appears in their common ancestor. Hence proteins shared across many different, distant species are supposed to
be older than others.

More precisely, the age of a protein is based on a family’s appearance on a species tree, and it is estimated via pro-
tein family databases and ancestral history reconstruction algorithms. We use Princeton Protein Orthology Database
(PPOD) [19] along with OrthoMCL [20] and PANTHER [21] for the protein family database and asymmetric Wagner
parsimony as the ancestral history reconstruction algorithm. These algorithms can be accessed via ProteinHistorian
software [22].

Table 2 also lists the statistics of seed graphs Gn0 for different PPI networks. Even if the original PPI network is
connected, the DD-model under consideration allows a disconnected graph to be the seed graph. Thus, similar to

4

Selection	of	seed	graph
§ As the graph induced in the PPI network by the oldest proteins, those with

the largest phylogenetic age (taxon age)
§ The	age	of	a	protein	is	based	on	its	family’s	appearance	on	a	species	tree,	

and	is	estimated	via	protein	family	databases	and	ancestral	history	
reconstruction	algorithms
Princeton	Protein	Orthology Database	(PPOD)	along	with	OrthoMCL and	PANTHER	for	the	
protein	family	database	and	asymmetric	Wagner	parsimony	as	the	ancestral	history	
reconstruction	algorithm

Data	collected	from	BioGRID.	Removed	self-interactions	(self-loops),	multiple	interactions	(multiple	
edges),	and	interspecies	(organisms)	interactions	of	proteins.

Jithin	K.	Sreedharan		BioKDD'19
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Influence	of	Parameters	on	Symmetries	of	the	Model

§ Neglected	in	most	of	the	prior	works
§ Real-world	PPI	networks	exhibit	large	number	of	symmetries
§ Erdős–Rényi and	preferential	attachment	models	are	asymmetric	with	

high	probability
§ Cross-checking	with	the	number	of	automorphisms of	the	real-world	

network	forms	a	null	hypothesis	test	for	the	model	under	
consideration

𝑏

𝑑 𝑒

𝑐

𝑎Symmetries	of	the	graph	(Graph	Automorphism):	
An	automorphism of	𝐺 is	adjacency	preserving	permutation	of	
vertices	of	𝐺 (i.e.,	a	form	of	symmetry)
The	collection	Aut(𝐺) of	automorphisms of	𝐺 is	called	
autmorphism group	of	𝐺
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generated from the DD-model. The seed graphE[log |Aut(Gn)|]
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the formation of the PPI network, we consider the graph induced by oldest proteins including isolated nodes and
disconnected subgraphs, not restricting ourselves to a connected component that introduces biases in the results.

3 Influence of parameters on symmetries of the model

(a) n = 100 (b) n = 500 (c) n = 2000

Figure 1: Logarithm of the expected number of automorphisms of graphs generated from the DD-model. The seed
graph Gn0 = K20.

For certain range of values of the parameters p and r of the DD-model, given n and Gn0 , we show in this section that
the model generates virtually only asymmetric graphs. However, we can put forward a question: are there any values
of parameters that will yield graphs with the number of automorphisms is close to the real-world PPIs?

In Figure 1, we present the average number of symmetries in the logarithmic scale for graphs with different sizes.
generated from the DD-model with a fixed set of parameters. As p, r ! 0 or when p becomes very close to 1 we
observe significantly larger values for the average number of automorphisms (since the generated graphs tend to have
numerous isolated nodes or they become closer to a complete graph). For instance in Figure 1a, p = 1, r = 0.4 has
E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1114, and p = 0, r = 0.4 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1253. But for large ranges of p and r, it is
practically impossible to generate a graph exhibiting any noticeable symmetries. For example, p = 0.2, r = 2.4 has
E[log Aut(Gn)] = 3.2; p = 0.6, r = 0 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1.3; and p = 0.4, r = 2.4 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 0.12.
These observations are consistent for different n and Gn0 too, though the specific range of values of parameters will
obviously change.

The number of automorphisms in the DD-model behaves differently as compared to many other graph models includ-
ing preferential attachment and Er̋dos-Rényi models. The preferential-attachment graphs are asymmetric (no nontrivial
symmetries) with high probability when the number of edges a new node brings into the graph exceeds 2 [10], and
almost every graph from the Er̋dos-Rényi model is asymmetric [9]. On the other hand, the DD-model exhibits a large
number of symmetries and it grows with the number of nodes, as shown in Figure 1.

These findings allow us to argue that only certain subsets of (p, r) pairs correspond to the expected number of au-
tomorphisms in the order of the required value. This means that it can be reasonably used as a falsification tool to
discard certain parameter ranges and to verify parameter estimation methods. We provide a simple statistical test for
checking the possibility of generating the required number of symmetries with the estimated parameters.

Statistical test for significance of the number of symmetries with the estimated parameters. Given the real-world
network Gobs, seed graph Gn0 , and the estimated parameters (bp, br) of the DD-model, we can estimate the statistical
significance of the estimates with respect to the number of symmetries in Gobs as follows. Let G

(1)
n , . . . , G

(m)
n be m

graphs generated from DD-model(n, bp, br, Gn0). Then the p-value is now calculated as follows:

pu =
1

m

mX
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n )| � log |Aut(Gobs)|}

pl =
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mX

i=1

1{log |Aut(G(i)
n )|  log |Aut(Gobs)|},

with 1{A} as the indicator function of the event A. Then p-value = 2 min{pu, pl}. As an example, for a fixed
parameter set, the empirical distribution of log |Aut(G)| is shown in Figure 2. The distribution is symmetrical and this
justifies use of the symmetrical definition of p-value. A lower p-value indicates that the estimated parameters do not
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the formation of the PPI network, we consider the graph induced by oldest proteins including isolated nodes and
disconnected subgraphs, not restricting ourselves to a connected component that introduces biases in the results.
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the model generates virtually only asymmetric graphs. However, we can put forward a question: are there any values
of parameters that will yield graphs with the number of automorphisms is close to the real-world PPIs?

In Figure 1, we present the average number of symmetries in the logarithmic scale for graphs with different sizes.
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numerous isolated nodes or they become closer to a complete graph). For instance in Figure 1a, p = 1, r = 0.4 has
E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1114, and p = 0, r = 0.4 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1253. But for large ranges of p and r, it is
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E[log Aut(Gn)] = 3.2; p = 0.6, r = 0 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1.3; and p = 0.4, r = 2.4 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 0.12.
These observations are consistent for different n and Gn0 too, though the specific range of values of parameters will
obviously change.

The number of automorphisms in the DD-model behaves differently as compared to many other graph models includ-
ing preferential attachment and Er̋dos-Rényi models. The preferential-attachment graphs are asymmetric (no nontrivial
symmetries) with high probability when the number of edges a new node brings into the graph exceeds 2 [10], and
almost every graph from the Er̋dos-Rényi model is asymmetric [9]. On the other hand, the DD-model exhibits a large
number of symmetries and it grows with the number of nodes, as shown in Figure 1.

These findings allow us to argue that only certain subsets of (p, r) pairs correspond to the expected number of au-
tomorphisms in the order of the required value. This means that it can be reasonably used as a falsification tool to
discard certain parameter ranges and to verify parameter estimation methods. We provide a simple statistical test for
checking the possibility of generating the required number of symmetries with the estimated parameters.

Statistical test for significance of the number of symmetries with the estimated parameters. Given the real-world
network Gobs, seed graph Gn0 , and the estimated parameters (bp, br) of the DD-model, we can estimate the statistical
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with 1{A} as the indicator function of the event A. Then p-value = 2 min{pu, pl}. As an example, for a fixed
parameter set, the empirical distribution of log |Aut(G)| is shown in Figure 2. The distribution is symmetrical and this
justifies use of the symmetrical definition of p-value. A lower p-value indicates that the estimated parameters do not
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For certain range of values of the parameters p and r of the DD-model, given n and Gn0 , we show in this section that
the model generates virtually only asymmetric graphs. However, we can put forward a question: are there any values
of parameters that will yield graphs with the number of automorphisms is close to the real-world PPIs?

In Figure 1, we present the average number of symmetries in the logarithmic scale for graphs with different sizes.
generated from the DD-model with a fixed set of parameters. As p, r ! 0 or when p becomes very close to 1 we
observe significantly larger values for the average number of automorphisms (since the generated graphs tend to have
numerous isolated nodes or they become closer to a complete graph). For instance in Figure 1a, p = 1, r = 0.4 has
E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1114, and p = 0, r = 0.4 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1253. But for large ranges of p and r, it is
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E[log Aut(Gn)] = 3.2; p = 0.6, r = 0 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 1.3; and p = 0.4, r = 2.4 has E[log Aut(Gn)] = 0.12.
These observations are consistent for different n and Gn0 too, though the specific range of values of parameters will
obviously change.

The number of automorphisms in the DD-model behaves differently as compared to many other graph models includ-
ing preferential attachment and Er̋dos-Rényi models. The preferential-attachment graphs are asymmetric (no nontrivial
symmetries) with high probability when the number of edges a new node brings into the graph exceeds 2 [10], and
almost every graph from the Er̋dos-Rényi model is asymmetric [9]. On the other hand, the DD-model exhibits a large
number of symmetries and it grows with the number of nodes, as shown in Figure 1.

These findings allow us to argue that only certain subsets of (p, r) pairs correspond to the expected number of au-
tomorphisms in the order of the required value. This means that it can be reasonably used as a falsification tool to
discard certain parameter ranges and to verify parameter estimation methods. We provide a simple statistical test for
checking the possibility of generating the required number of symmetries with the estimated parameters.

Statistical test for significance of the number of symmetries with the estimated parameters. Given the real-world
network Gobs, seed graph Gn0 , and the estimated parameters (bp, br) of the DD-model, we can estimate the statistical
significance of the estimates with respect to the number of symmetries in Gobs as follows. Let G
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with 1{A} as the indicator function of the event A. Then p-value = 2 min{pu, pl}. As an example, for a fixed
parameter set, the empirical distribution of log |Aut(G)| is shown in Figure 2. The distribution is symmetrical and this
justifies use of the symmetrical definition of p-value. A lower p-value indicates that the estimated parameters do not
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fit the observed network, and a higher value gives an argument for the estimated parameters being in agreement with
the number of symmetries in Gobs.

Figure 2: Normalized histogram of logarithm of number of automorphisms when Gn ⇠
DD-model(500, 0.3, 0.4, K20).

4 Parameter Estimation and Why Existing Methods Fail in Practice?

Previous methods for the parameter estimation problem in the DD-model was first sketched in [3] and then considered
more rigorously in [12]. Later, [5, 4] provided some extensions to the estimation procedures using the mean-field
approximation of the average degree D(Gobs) together with the steady-state expression of the power-law exponent �

of the degree distribution. Then, the values of p and r are computed, respectively, from the formulas:
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p
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Table 3 presents the estimates of parameters p and r using the above method. Additionally, we present the average
logarithm of the number of automorphisms computed from 10,000 graphs generated from the DD-model with the
estimated parameters.

Organism bp br E[log |Aut(Gn)|] p-value

Baker’s yeast 0.28 38.25 0 0
Human 0.43 2.39 10.81 0
Fruitfly 0.44 0.75 3771.99 0
Fission yeast 0.46 1.02 897.48 0
Mouse-ear cress 0.44 0.43 18596.72 0
Mouse 0.48 0.12 34961.69 0
Worm 0.47 0.14 15700.26 0

Table 3: Estimated parameters of the DD-model and average number of symmetries using mean-field approach.

Mismatch in the number of symmetries and graph statistics. Comparing Tables 2 and 3, we observe that the
number of symmetries of the graphs which are generated by the DD-model with parameters estimated via the mean-
field approach differs significantly with that of the real-world PPI networks. Moreover, the estimated p-values are
consistently zero for all the species because the observed values of the parameters under investigation fall far outside
the range of the empirical distribution of the parameters for synthetic graphs generated with estimated p and r. This
shows that the previously established estimation methods of the DD-model fail to capture the critical graph property
of automorphisms, and thus do not fit the PPI networks accurately.

As shown in Table 2, the PPI networks exhibit some significant amount of symmetry, but far less than the maximum
possible value (equal to n log n), which is attained when every node can be interchanged with every other node. This
observation, along with the p-value test in Section 3, allow us to discard not only many models which produce only
asymmetric graphs with high probability (such as Erdős-Renyi or preferential attachment model), but also effectively
stands as a hypothesis test to verify that the fitting obtained by an estimation procedure can be safely assumed to match
the model underlying real-world structures.
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Fission yeast 0.46 1.02 897.48 0
Mouse-ear cress 0.44 0.43 18596.72 0
Mouse 0.48 0.12 34961.69 0
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Table 3: Estimated parameters of the DD-model and average number of symmetries using mean-field approach.

Mismatch in the number of symmetries and graph statistics. Comparing Tables 2 and 3, we observe that the
number of symmetries of the graphs which are generated by the DD-model with parameters estimated via the mean-
field approach differs significantly with that of the real-world PPI networks. Moreover, the estimated p-values are
consistently zero for all the species because the observed values of the parameters under investigation fall far outside
the range of the empirical distribution of the parameters for synthetic graphs generated with estimated p and r. This
shows that the previously established estimation methods of the DD-model fail to capture the critical graph property
of automorphisms, and thus do not fit the PPI networks accurately.

As shown in Table 2, the PPI networks exhibit some significant amount of symmetry, but far less than the maximum
possible value (equal to n log n), which is attained when every node can be interchanged with every other node. This
observation, along with the p-value test in Section 3, allow us to discard not only many models which produce only
asymmetric graphs with high probability (such as Erdős-Renyi or preferential attachment model), but also effectively
stands as a hypothesis test to verify that the fitting obtained by an estimation procedure can be safely assumed to match
the model underlying real-world structures.
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Why	existing	parameter	estimation	methods	fail	
in	practice	(contd.)?

Cutoff	neglects	a	huge	percentage	of	the	data

Organism b� Cuto↵ percentile

Baker’s yeast 4.55 94.98
Human 2.85 92.33
Fruitfly 2.71 88.00
Fission yeast 2.43 88.31
Mouse-ear cress 2.68 93.89
Mouse 2.29 78.58
Worm 2.41 88.23
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Power-law	behavior

Complementary	cumulative	distribution	function	
(CCDF)	of	baker’s	yeast	and	power	law	fitting

Estimated	power	law	exponent	and	required	cutoff	
percentile	with	the	mean-field	approach

Asymptotic	and	steady-state	assumption
§ No	theoretical	proof	for	convergence	to	steady-state.	
§ Moreover,	steady-state	asymptotic	results,	even	when	achievable,	do	not	give	

any	bounds	on	the	rate	of	convergence
§ Assumes	the	average	degree	of	the	network	does	not	change	during	the	whole	

evolution.	
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Our	method	based	on	recurrence	relations	of	graph	
statistics
A	set	of	the	exact	recurrence	relations	for	basic	graph	statistics,	which	
relate	their	values	at	time	𝑘 and	𝑘	 + 	1	of	graph	evolution.
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Steady state assumption. Previous research on the DD-model, both on the level of theoretical analysis of the model
properties and the level of parameter estimation of real-world PPI networks, focus heavily on the asymptotic and
steady-state behavior [3]. Most of the previous results on the functional form of certain graph statistics in the DD-
model are under the strong assumption of steady-state [28, 8]. But they do not provide any theoretical proof for
convergence to steady-state. Moreover, these steady-state asymptotic results, even when achievable, do not give any
bounds on the rate of convergence. This, in turn, raises questions about the straightforward applicability of such
theoretical results to parameter estimation.

The previously used methods of parameter estimation also suffer from another issue: for simplicity, they assume that
the average degree of the network does not change during the whole evolution from Gn0 to Gn. This is not only
highly implausible in practice, but also impose direct relation between p and r, and hides any dependency that might
be discovered from various properties of the networks.

Seed graph choice. As shown by previous studies (most notably in Hormozidari et al. [5]), choice of the seed graph
plays a significant role in graph evolution, directly contributing to the order of growth of many important graph
statistics.

The seed graph is typically assumed to be the largest clique (or a connected graph of the largest two cliques) of the
observed graph. Then random vertices and edges are gradually added to the network, preserving the average degree of
the final network, to make the size of the network to a fixed value of n0. This method is motivated by the infinitesimally
small probability with which there could appear a clique of a greater size during graph evolution. Such a procedure
has no formal theoretical guarantees and does not have any clear justification from a biological perspective [5].

Our natural approach to select the seed graph is based on the extra-network information about the estimated age of
proteins, described in Section 2.1.

5 Main results

Our main constructive results concern the relation between the parameters of the model and the number of symmetries
exhibited by graphs generated from it. Additionally, we present two parameter estimation algorithms, one based
on recurrences characteristic for certain graph statistics, the other based on the well-known maximum likelihood
approach.

5.1 Our method: parameter estimation using recurrence relations

Our basic tool to infer the parameters of DD-model for a given the PPI network is a set of the exact recurrence relations
for basic graph statistics, which relate their values at time k and k + 1 of graph evolution. Such recurrence relations
are sufficient to estimate model parameters, as the whole sequence of graphs from the initial graph Gn0 to the final
graph Gn can be split into steps consisting of the addition of a single vertex and the changes introduced by the added
vertex.

Typically, five statistics of the random graph Gn are studied in literature: number of edges E(Gn), mean degree of the
network D(Gn) = n

�1
Pn

i=1 degn(i), mean squared degree D2(Gn) = n
�1

Pn
i=1 deg2

n(i), number of triangles (3-
cliques) C3(Gn), and number of wedges S2(Gn) (wedges are also called 2-stars or paths of length 2 in prior literature,
and number of wedges includes counts of triangles and open triangles).

However, for every graph H on n vertices it is true that E(H) = n
2 D(H) and S2(n) = n

2 (D2(H)�D(H)). Therefore,
it is sufficient to analyze only the three of above-mentioned graph statistics: D(n), S2(n) and C3(n).

As a first step, we derive the following recurrence relations for the chosen statistics.
Theorem 1. If Gn+1 ⇠ DD-model(n + 1, p, r, Gn), then

E[D(Gn+1)|Gn] = D(Gn)
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E[S2(Gn+1)|Gn] = S2(Gn)
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Proof. See Appendix B

In Figure 4, we verify Theorem 1 by comparing E[Dn], for various n, computed using theory and experiments.

(a) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.2, 1.5,K10)

(b) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.5, 1.5,K10)

(c) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.8, 1.5,K10)

Figure 4: Comparison of E[D(Gn)] vs n computed via Theorem 1 and via experiments.

The expressions given in Theorem 1 implicitly define a function E[D(Gn)|Gn0 ] = FD(n, p, r, Gn0), which is a
cornerstone of our algorithm. Similar functions exist for recurrences based on other statistics of Gn0 and Gn. Now
we claim that the result of Theorem 1 in terms of expectation can be used for the graph statistics with high probability
too. Figure 5 shows the concentration of empirical distribution of different graph statistics.

(a) Distribution of D(Gn):
CV = 10.57%

(b) Distribution of D2(Gn):
CV = 17.99%

(c) Distribution of S2(Gn):
CV = 18.01%

(d) Distribution of C3(Gn):
CV = 22.90%

Figure 5: Empirical distribution of graph statistics: Gn ⇠ DD-model(100, 0.5, 1.5, K10). Coefficient of variation CV

is defined as the ratio of empirical standard deviation and empirical mean. The lower values of CV in the sub-figures
show the concentration of the considered graph statistics.

Although we don’t need an explicit formula for FD in our algorithm, we may derive one from the recurrences:

E[D(Gn)|Gn0 ] = D(Gn0)
n�1Y

k=n0

✓
1 +

2p � 1

k + 1
� 2r

k(k + 1)

◆
+

n�1X

k=n0

2r

k + 1

n�1Y

l=k+1

✓
1 +

2p � 1

l + 1
� 2r

l(l + 1)

◆
.

Although this is outside of the scope of this article, we note that such an expression allows us to find, for example, the
asymptotic order of growth for D(Gn) and for other statistics.

Though closed form solution of recurrences with Gn and Gn0 could be difficult to obtain, Theorem 1 is sufficient to
formulate an efficient algorithm for finding the parameters of the model. The crucial feature is that all parameters are
monotonic, that is, the larger the parameters p and r, the larger the values of D(Gn) and other statistics.

Algorithm 1 presents our estimation technique for finding bp with the recurrence relation for D(Gn) (which will be
D(Gobs) when we consider real-world network), assuming br is known beforehand. However, sufficient number of
samples of br from the interval [0, n0] is adequate to get a feasible solution set of {(bp, br)} with a desired resolution.
The algorithm also works for recurrence relations of S2(Gn) and C3(Gn) with evident modifications.
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Steady state assumption. Previous research on the DD-model, both on the level of theoretical analysis of the model
properties and the level of parameter estimation of real-world PPI networks, focus heavily on the asymptotic and
steady-state behavior [3]. Most of the previous results on the functional form of certain graph statistics in the DD-
model are under the strong assumption of steady-state [28, 8]. But they do not provide any theoretical proof for
convergence to steady-state. Moreover, these steady-state asymptotic results, even when achievable, do not give any
bounds on the rate of convergence. This, in turn, raises questions about the straightforward applicability of such
theoretical results to parameter estimation.

The previously used methods of parameter estimation also suffer from another issue: for simplicity, they assume that
the average degree of the network does not change during the whole evolution from Gn0 to Gn. This is not only
highly implausible in practice, but also impose direct relation between p and r, and hides any dependency that might
be discovered from various properties of the networks.

Seed graph choice. As shown by previous studies (most notably in Hormozidari et al. [5]), choice of the seed graph
plays a significant role in graph evolution, directly contributing to the order of growth of many important graph
statistics.

The seed graph is typically assumed to be the largest clique (or a connected graph of the largest two cliques) of the
observed graph. Then random vertices and edges are gradually added to the network, preserving the average degree of
the final network, to make the size of the network to a fixed value of n0. This method is motivated by the infinitesimally
small probability with which there could appear a clique of a greater size during graph evolution. Such a procedure
has no formal theoretical guarantees and does not have any clear justification from a biological perspective [5].

Our natural approach to select the seed graph is based on the extra-network information about the estimated age of
proteins, described in Section 2.1.

5 Main results

Our main constructive results concern the relation between the parameters of the model and the number of symmetries
exhibited by graphs generated from it. Additionally, we present two parameter estimation algorithms, one based
on recurrences characteristic for certain graph statistics, the other based on the well-known maximum likelihood
approach.

5.1 Our method: parameter estimation using recurrence relations

Our basic tool to infer the parameters of DD-model for a given the PPI network is a set of the exact recurrence relations
for basic graph statistics, which relate their values at time k and k + 1 of graph evolution. Such recurrence relations
are sufficient to estimate model parameters, as the whole sequence of graphs from the initial graph Gn0 to the final
graph Gn can be split into steps consisting of the addition of a single vertex and the changes introduced by the added
vertex.

Typically, five statistics of the random graph Gn are studied in literature: number of edges E(Gn), mean degree of the
network D(Gn) = n

�1
Pn

i=1 degn(i), mean squared degree D2(Gn) = n
�1

Pn
i=1 deg2

n(i), number of triangles (3-
cliques) C3(Gn), and number of wedges S2(Gn) (wedges are also called 2-stars or paths of length 2 in prior literature,
and number of wedges includes counts of triangles and open triangles).

However, for every graph H on n vertices it is true that E(H) = n
2 D(H) and S2(n) = n

2 (D2(H)�D(H)). Therefore,
it is sufficient to analyze only the three of above-mentioned graph statistics: D(n), S2(n) and C3(n).

As a first step, we derive the following recurrence relations for the chosen statistics.
Theorem 1. If Gn+1 ⇠ DD-model(n + 1, p, r, Gn), then
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Our	method	based	on	recurrence	relations	of	graph	
statistics	(contd.)
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E[S2(Gn+1)|Gn] = S2(Gn)

✓
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Proof. See Appendix B

In Figure 4, we verify Theorem 1 by comparing E[Dn], for various n, computed using theory and experiments.

(a) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.2, 1.5,K10)

(b) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.5, 1.5,K10)

(c) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.8, 1.5,K10)

Figure 4: Comparison of E[D(Gn)] vs n computed via Theorem 1 and via experiments.

The expressions given in Theorem 1 implicitly define a function E[D(Gn)|Gn0 ] = FD(n, p, r, Gn0), which is a
cornerstone of our algorithm. Similar functions exist for recurrences based on other statistics of Gn0 and Gn. Now
we claim that the result of Theorem 1 in terms of expectation can be used for the graph statistics with high probability
too. Figure 5 shows the concentration of empirical distribution of different graph statistics.

(a) Distribution of D(Gn):
CV = 10.57%

(b) Distribution of D2(Gn):
CV = 17.99%

(c) Distribution of S2(Gn):
CV = 18.01%

(d) Distribution of C3(Gn):
CV = 22.90%

Figure 5: Empirical distribution of graph statistics: Gn ⇠ DD-model(100, 0.5, 1.5, K10). Coefficient of variation CV

is defined as the ratio of empirical standard deviation and empirical mean. The lower values of CV in the sub-figures
show the concentration of the considered graph statistics.

Although we don’t need an explicit formula for FD in our algorithm, we may derive one from the recurrences:

E[D(Gn)|Gn0 ] = D(Gn0)
n�1Y

k=n0

✓
1 +

2p � 1

k + 1
� 2r

k(k + 1)
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+
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� 2r

l(l + 1)

◆
.

Although this is outside of the scope of this article, we note that such an expression allows us to find, for example, the
asymptotic order of growth for D(Gn) and for other statistics.

Though closed form solution of recurrences with Gn and Gn0 could be difficult to obtain, Theorem 1 is sufficient to
formulate an efficient algorithm for finding the parameters of the model. The crucial feature is that all parameters are
monotonic, that is, the larger the parameters p and r, the larger the values of D(Gn) and other statistics.

Algorithm 1 presents our estimation technique for finding bp with the recurrence relation for D(Gn) (which will be
D(Gobs) when we consider real-world network), assuming br is known beforehand. However, sufficient number of
samples of br from the interval [0, n0] is adequate to get a feasible solution set of {(bp, br)} with a desired resolution.
The algorithm also works for recurrence relations of S2(Gn) and C3(Gn) with evident modifications.
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Proof. See Appendix B

In Figure 4, we verify Theorem 1 by comparing E[Dn], for various n, computed using theory and experiments.

(a) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.2, 1.5,K10)

(b) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.5, 1.5,K10)

(c) Gn ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.8, 1.5,K10)

Figure 4: Comparison of E[D(Gn)] vs n computed via Theorem 1 and via experiments.

The expressions given in Theorem 1 implicitly define a function E[D(Gn)|Gn0 ] = FD(n, p, r, Gn0), which is a
cornerstone of our algorithm. Similar functions exist for recurrences based on other statistics of Gn0 and Gn. Now
we claim that the result of Theorem 1 in terms of expectation can be used for the graph statistics with high probability
too. Figure 5 shows the concentration of empirical distribution of different graph statistics.

(a) Distribution of D(Gn):
CV = 10.57%

(b) Distribution of D2(Gn):
CV = 17.99%

(c) Distribution of S2(Gn):
CV = 18.01%

(d) Distribution of C3(Gn):
CV = 22.90%

Figure 5: Empirical distribution of graph statistics: Gn ⇠ DD-model(100, 0.5, 1.5, K10). Coefficient of variation CV

is defined as the ratio of empirical standard deviation and empirical mean. The lower values of CV in the sub-figures
show the concentration of the considered graph statistics.

Although we don’t need an explicit formula for FD in our algorithm, we may derive one from the recurrences:

E[D(Gn)|Gn0 ] = D(Gn0)
n�1Y
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Although this is outside of the scope of this article, we note that such an expression allows us to find, for example, the
asymptotic order of growth for D(Gn) and for other statistics.

Though closed form solution of recurrences with Gn and Gn0 could be difficult to obtain, Theorem 1 is sufficient to
formulate an efficient algorithm for finding the parameters of the model. The crucial feature is that all parameters are
monotonic, that is, the larger the parameters p and r, the larger the values of D(Gn) and other statistics.

Algorithm 1 presents our estimation technique for finding bp with the recurrence relation for D(Gn) (which will be
D(Gobs) when we consider real-world network), assuming br is known beforehand. However, sufficient number of
samples of br from the interval [0, n0] is adequate to get a feasible solution set of {(bp, br)} with a desired resolution.
The algorithm also works for recurrence relations of S2(Gn) and C3(Gn) with evident modifications.
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Proof. See Appendix B

In Figure 4, we verify Theorem 1 by comparing E[Dn], for various n, computed using theory and experiments.
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DD-model(100, 0.8, 1.5,K10)

Figure 4: Comparison of E[D(Gn)] vs n computed via Theorem 1 and via experiments.

The expressions given in Theorem 1 implicitly define a function E[D(Gn)|Gn0 ] = FD(n, p, r, Gn0), which is a
cornerstone of our algorithm. Similar functions exist for recurrences based on other statistics of Gn0 and Gn. Now
we claim that the result of Theorem 1 in terms of expectation can be used for the graph statistics with high probability
too. Figure 5 shows the concentration of empirical distribution of different graph statistics.

(a) Distribution of D(Gn):
CV = 10.57%

(b) Distribution of D2(Gn):
CV = 17.99%

(c) Distribution of S2(Gn):
CV = 18.01%

(d) Distribution of C3(Gn):
CV = 22.90%

Figure 5: Empirical distribution of graph statistics: Gn ⇠ DD-model(100, 0.5, 1.5, K10). Coefficient of variation CV

is defined as the ratio of empirical standard deviation and empirical mean. The lower values of CV in the sub-figures
show the concentration of the considered graph statistics.

Although we don’t need an explicit formula for FD in our algorithm, we may derive one from the recurrences:
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Although this is outside of the scope of this article, we note that such an expression allows us to find, for example, the
asymptotic order of growth for D(Gn) and for other statistics.

Though closed form solution of recurrences with Gn and Gn0 could be difficult to obtain, Theorem 1 is sufficient to
formulate an efficient algorithm for finding the parameters of the model. The crucial feature is that all parameters are
monotonic, that is, the larger the parameters p and r, the larger the values of D(Gn) and other statistics.

Algorithm 1 presents our estimation technique for finding bp with the recurrence relation for D(Gn) (which will be
D(Gobs) when we consider real-world network), assuming br is known beforehand. However, sufficient number of
samples of br from the interval [0, n0] is adequate to get a feasible solution set of {(bp, br)} with a desired resolution.
The algorithm also works for recurrence relations of S2(Gn) and C3(Gn) with evident modifications.
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Results	on	synthetic	networks:	Recurrence	-Relation	method
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Now it is sufficient to sample n0
" different values of r, therefore the total running time to find suitable (bp, br) pairs is

⇥
�
n

1
" log 1

"

�
.

On the other hand, the MLE algorithm needs to compute at every step values of the ! function for all possible pairs of
v and w for each graph Gk. This is the case because in DD-model every vertex v could be a duplicate of every other
vertex w always with some non-zero probability at every stage of the algorithm. This means that we require ⇥(k2)
steps at each iteration of the algorithm; therefore ⇥

�Pn
k=n0

k
2
�

= ⇥(n3) steps in total. Unfortunately, even clever
bookkeeping and amortization is not much of a help here.

Additionally, we need to estimate the likelihood for each pair (p, r) independently, as maximum likelihood function
does not have the monotonicity property, so it requires in total ⇥

�
n

3 1
"2

�
steps to find all feasible pairs up to a desired

resolution of ✏.

Moreover, as it was suggested by Wiuf et al. in [16], importance sampling provides good quality results only for
at least 1000 independent trials. This adds up a constant factor not visible in the big-⇥ notation, but significant in
practice, effectively making the algorithm infeasible for the real-world data without using supercomputer power.

6 Numerical results

In this section, we evaluate our methods on synthetic graphs and real-world PPI networks.

Estimation of tolerance interval. We find the tolerance interval of the estimated p and r values for the fitted DD-
model as follows. For a given network Gobs and a seed graph Gn0 , first the RECURRENCE-RELATION algorithm
outputs a set of solutions {(bp, br)}. For each of the feasible pairs, we then estimate the confidence interval of the
graph property with which recurrence was calculated. For instance, if the property used was the empirical mean
D, graph samples generated from DD-model(n, bp, br, Gn0) are used to estimate expectation E[D(Gn)] and variance
Var[D(Gn))] of D(n). A 95% confidence interval of D(Gn) is then given by

⇣
E[D(Gn)] � 1.96 Var[D(Gn))], E[D(Gn)] + 1.96 Var[D(Gn))]

⌘
.

The Gaussian distribution assumption used in the above expression is indeed a good approximation for the distribution
of D for large n. Now by fixing bp, we can calculate a tolerance interval (brmin, brmax) for the estimated parameter
br. In the following experiments, for demonstrating the above approach, we focus on two graph statistics D and C3

(parameter estimation will include S2 too).

Our estimation procedure can be summarized follows:

• We employ the RECURRENCE-RELATION algorithm for solving graph recurrences of the three graph statistics D,
S2 and C3, and we identify a set of solutions for p and r.

• With Gn ⇠ DD-model(n, bp, br, Gn0), we find the tolerance interval of br using the confidence interval of D(Gn) and
C3(Gn).

• We look for crossing points of the plots in the figure, and the range of values of p and r where the confidence
intervals meet around the crossing point. We call such a range of values as feasible-box.

• Though any point in the feasible-box is a good estimate of p and r, to improve the accuracy, we uniformly sample a
fixed number of points from the box and choose the pair that gives maximum p-value with respect to the number of
automorphisms of the given graph Gobs.

6.1 Synthetic graphs

In this section, we derive insights by studying our method and MLE empirically on synthetic data. We generate two
random graph samples G

(1)
n and G

(2)
n from the DD-model with the following parameters:

G
(1)
n ⇠ DD-model(n = 100, p = 0.1, r = 0.3, Gn0 = K20),

G
(2)
n ⇠ DD-model(n = 100, p = 0.99, r = 3.0, Gn0 = K20).

The choice of parameters in G
(1)
n and G

(2)
n show different regimes in the following studies. Moreover the parameters

are chosen in such a way that the generated graphs have non-trivial symmetries.

Figures 6a and 6b plot the sets of feasible points identified by the recurrence relations using RECURRENCE-RELATION
method. The light shaded bands show the tolerance intervals of r. We observe that the crossing points and the tolerance
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intervals are fairly close to the original parameters. Figures 6c and 6d display the heat-plot of log-likelihood function
of the MLE for different values of the parameters. The log-likelihood function maximizes at (p, r) pairs close to the
original parameters, but not up to the resolution of RECURRENCE-RELATION method.

(a) RECURRENCE-RELATION: G(1)
n ⇠

DD-model(100, 0.1, 0.3,K20).
(b) RECURRENCE-RELATION: G(2)

n ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.99, 3.0,K20)

(c) MLE: log-likelihood with G(1)
n ⇠

DD-model(100, 0.1, 0.3,K20).
(d) MLE: log-likelihood with G(2)

n ⇠
DD-model(100, 0.99, 3.0,K20)

Figure 6: Results on synthetic networks: RECURRENCE-RELATION and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) meth-
ods

RECURRENCE-RELATION MLE

Model parameters log |Aut(Gobs)| bp br E[log |Aut(Gn)|] p-value bp br E[log |Aut(Gn)|] p-value

p = 0.1, r = 0.3 81.963 0.09 0.3 81.974 0.980 0.1 0.3 78.794 0.820
p = 0.99, r = 3.0 16.178 0.99 2.5 16.588 0.980 0.95 0.3 0.368 0

Table 6: Results on synthetic networks: average number of automorphisms and p-value

In Table 6 we produce the statistical significance of the best estimated parameter pairs via both the RECURRENCE-
RELATION and the MLE. The best pair is found in the RECURRENCE-RELATION method from 1000 uniform samples
in the feasible-box centered at the point where the three curves are in agreement, and for the MLE, it is found from
1000 uniform samples in the maximum log-likelihood area if no unique maximizer exists. The estimates from both
the techniques demonstrate the presence of the DD-model in the given graphs G

(1)
n and G

(2)
n (p-value > 0.1), the best

pair of RECURRENCE-RELATION estimator has much higher p-value and certainly outperforms MLE.

We note that for the first graph G
(1)
n the results obtained by both methods are almost identical, in terms of

E[log |Aut(Gn)|] and p-values. For the second graph G
(2)
n , the log-likelihood function of MLE is nearly flat for

large values of p, and thus MLE returns less reliable estimates. This in turn results in a larger deviation of the number
of automorphisms from the observed graph. Our algorithm on the other hand provides a better estimate even when p

is close to 1. To sum up, we find that our algorithm does not perform worse than MLE in terms of quality and achieves
better performance than MLE when p is high. It also has much lower computational complexity.
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Results	on	protein-protein	networks:	Recurrence	-Relation	method
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Results	on	protein-protein	networks	(contd.)
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6.2 Real-world PPIs

We apply recurrence-based estimator to PPI networks of seven species listed in Table 2. As mentioned in Section 2.1,
the seed graph Gn0 is assumed as the graph induced by the nodes having the largest phylogenetic age.

Figure 7 presents plots of RECURRENCE-RELATION estimator for seven species. In all the figures, the plots meet
or come very close at a specific point. This illustrates the presence of the DD-model in all the considered species.
Furthermore, Table 7 calculates the statistical significance of the fitted DD-model with respect to the number of
automorphisms in the observed PPI networks. The estimated p-values are remarkably high and most often much
larger than 0.4 (except in one case), demonstrating that the fitted DD-models exhibit symmetries closer to the real-
world PPIs.

Organism bp br E[log |Aut(Gn)|] p-value

Baker’s yeast 0.98 0.35 293.27 0.71
Human 0.64 0.49 2998.81 0.51
Fruitfly 0.53 0.92 1073.83 0.64
Fission yeast 0.983 0.85 705.278 0.74
Mouse-ear cress 0.98 0.49 6210.36 0.13
Mouse 0.96 0.32 8067.56 0.67
Worm 0.85 0.35 3352.91 0.48

Table 7: Parameters of the real-world PPI networks estimated using RECURRENCE-RELATION method

(a) Baker’s yeast (b) Fruitfly (c) Fission yeast

(d) Mouse-ear cress (e) Mouse

(f) Human (g) Worm

Figure 7: Results on PPI networks: RECURRENCE-RELATION method
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Parameters	of	the	real-world	PPI	networks	estimated	using	
Recurrence	-Relation	method
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Conclusions
§ Fitting	dynamic	biological	networks	to	a	probabilistic	graph	model	from	a	
single	snapshot	of	the	evolution	with	stress	on	a	key	characteristic	of	the	
networks	– the	number	of	automorphisms – that	is	often	neglected	in	
modeling.	

§ Combined	the	number	of	automorphisms with	a	faster	method	of	recurrence	
relations	to	to	narrow	down	the	parameter	search	space

§ Much	lower	computational	complexity	
§ Tested	on	protein-protein	interaction	data	of	7	species
§ Be	extra	careful	when	applying	mean-field	approach	without	strong	
theoretical	guarantees

§ Used	up-to-date	PPI	data	so	that	the	fitted	parameters	in	this	paper	can	
serve	as	a	benchmark	for	future	studies

Slides,	paper,	code,	and	data	are	available	at	cs.purdue.edu/homes/jithinks/

Thank	You!
Jithin	K.	Sreedharan		BioKDD'19
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Extra	Slides
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fit the observed network, and a higher value gives an argument for the estimated parameters being in agreement with
the number of symmetries in Gobs.

200 300 400 500

log Aut(G)
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0.007

Figure 2: Normalized histogram of logarithm of number of automorphisms when Gn ⇠
DD-model(500, 0.3, 0.4, K20).

4 Parameter Estimation and Why Existing Methods Fail in Practice?

Previous methods for the parameter estimation problem in the DD-model was first sketched in [3] and then considered
more rigorously in [12]. Later, [5, 4] provided some extensions to the estimation procedures using the mean-field
approximation of the average degree D(Gobs) together with the steady-state expression of the power-law exponent �

of the degree distribution. Then, the values of p and r are computed, respectively, from the formulas:

� = 1 +
1

p
� p

��2 and r =

✓
1

2
� p

◆
D(Gobs), for p <

1

2
.

Table 3 presents the estimates of parameters p and r using the above method. Additionally, we present the average
logarithm of the number of automorphisms computed from 10,000 graphs generated from the DD-model with the
estimated parameters.

Organism bp br E[log |Aut(Gn)|] p-value

Baker’s yeast 0.28 38.25 0 0
Human 0.43 2.39 10.81 0
Fruitfly 0.44 0.75 3771.99 0
Fission yeast 0.46 1.02 897.48 0
Mouse-ear cress 0.44 0.43 18596.72 0
Mouse 0.48 0.12 34961.69 0
Worm 0.47 0.14 15700.26 0

Table 3: Estimated parameters of the DD-model and average number of symmetries using mean-field approach.

Mismatch in the number of symmetries and graph statistics. Comparing Tables 2 and 3, we observe that the
number of symmetries of the graphs which are generated by the DD-model with parameters estimated via the mean-
field approach differs significantly with that of the real-world PPI networks. Moreover, the estimated p-values are
consistently zero for all the species because the observed values of the parameters under investigation fall far outside
the range of the empirical distribution of the parameters for synthetic graphs generated with estimated p and r. This
shows that the previously established estimation methods of the DD-model fail to capture the critical graph property
of automorphisms, and thus do not fit the PPI networks accurately.

As shown in Table 2, the PPI networks exhibit some significant amount of symmetry, but far less than the maximum
possible value (equal to n log n), which is attained when every node can be interchanged with every other node. This
observation, along with the p-value test in Section 3, allow us to discard not only many models which produce only
asymmetric graphs with high probability (such as Erdős-Renyi or preferential attachment model), but also effectively
stands as a hypothesis test to verify that the fitting obtained by an estimation procedure can be safely assumed to match
the model underlying real-world structures.

6
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Similarly, for certain graph statistics D(Gn), S2(Gn) and C3(Gn) (see Table 1 for notation), which are considered
later in Section 5.1 for deriving our methods, we observe from Table 4 that the estimated parameters do not yield
graphs that have the considered statistics close to the observed graph. Here the p-values are calculated in an equivalent
way of number symmetries, just that now it is computed with respect to the graph statistics.

We would like to point out several other deficiencies in the known estimation procedures, which could be the reasons
behind such a divergence between the number of symmetries of the PPI networks and its proposed theoretical model.

Organism D(Gobs) E[D(Gn)] p-value S2(Gobs) E[S2(Gn)] p-value C3(Gobs) E[C3(Gn)] p-value

Baker’s yeast 172.76 115.10 0 220.35M 45.33M 0 9.77M 370.49K 0
Human 34.30 19.39 0 52.25M 7.02M 0 1.07M 105K 0
Fruitfly 13.11 7.87 0 2.94M 1.45M 0 195.96K 77.61K 0
Fission yeast 27.64 6.72 0 7.42M 215.84K 0 223.61K 1.14K 0
Mouse-ear cress 7.39 2.23 0 2.98M 44.46K 0 23.34K 23.27 0
Mouse 5.35 0.82 0 2.95M 9.33K 0 10.22K 0.79 0
Worm 4.04 0.90 0 346.13K 5.32K 0 2.41K 0.49 0

Table 4: Comparison of certain graph statistics of the observed graph and that of the synthetic data with parameters
estimated via the mean-field approach.

Power-law behavior. The parameter estimation of the DD-model introduced in prior works, such as the one that was
presented at the beginning of this section, assumes that the PPI networks are scale-free. This property, stating that
the degree distribution of the PPI networks is heavy-tailed or, more precisely, that the number of vertices of degree
k is proportional to k

�� for some constant � > 0 [23, 24]. With this assumption, some (see [8] for example) argue
that the estimated value of the exponent for the PPI networks satisfies 2 < � < 3. However, there are some serious
counterarguments to this claim, and it is challenged on statistical grounds that the PPI graphs do not fall into the
power-law degree distribution category [25, 26].

To each of the PPI networks in Table 2, we fit the coefficients of power-law distribution with the cut-off following the
methodology of Clauset et al. [27]. We note here that cutoff is required in all the cases since the power-law behavior
mostly happens in the tails of the degree distribution. However, we find that the cutoff neglects a huge percentage of
the data. For example, for a fitting of baker’s yeast PPI network, as shown in Figure 3, the cutoff is 582, which is at
94.98 percentile of the degree data, i.e., the power-law fitting does not take into account 94.98% of the data. With the
cutoff and the percentiles of all the species listed in Table 5, we remark that any method to estimate the parameters p

and r involving power-law exponent need not result in good approximations since it discards data from a majority of
the network.

Figure 3: Complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of baker’s yeast and power law fitting.

Organism b� Cutoff percentile

Baker’s yeast 4.55 94.98
Human 2.85 92.33
Fruitfly 2.71 88.00
Fission yeast 2.43 88.31
Mouse-ear cress 2.68 93.89
Mouse 2.29 78.58
Worm 2.41 88.23

Table 5: Estimated power law exponent and required cutoff percentile with the mean-field approach
7
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Why	existing	parameter	estimation	methods	
fail	in	practice?

Seed	graph	choice

§ The	seed	graph	is	typically	assumed	to	be	the	largest	clique	of	the	
observed	graph.	Then	random	vertices	and	edges	are	gradually	
added	to	the	network,	preserving	the	average	degree	of	the	final	
network,	to	make	the	size	of	the	network	to	a	fixed	value	of	𝑛)

§ No	formal	theoretical	guarantees	and	does	not	have	clear	
justification
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Algorithm 1 Parameter estimation via recurrence relation of D(Gn).
1: function RECURRENCE-RELATION(n, r, Gn0 , D(Gn), ")
2: Dmin  FD(n, 0, r, Gn0), Dmax  FD(n, 1, r, Gn0)
3: if Dmin > D(Gn) or Dmax < D(Gn) then

4: return “no suitable solution for p”
5: pmin  0, pmax  1
6: while pmax � pmin > " do

7: p
0  pmin+pmax

2 , D
0  FD(n, p

0
, r, Gn0)

8: if D
0
< D(Gn) then pmin  p

0
else pmax  p

0

9: return pmin

We note here that for each graph property under consideration, D, S2 or C3, the estimation algorithm returns a curve
(more precisely, a set of feasible points). Now, if we find a concurrence in the solutions to the recurrence relations
of various graph statistics, we know that a necessary condition for the presence of duplication-divergence model has
been satisfied. On the other hand, if the curves were not having a common crossing point, it suggests that the DD-
model may not be the appropriate fit for the observed network. We denote the above estimation procedure using the
recurrence relations of all three graph statistics as the RECURRENCE-RELATION method.

5.2 Parameter estimation via maximum likelihood method

An alternative way of estimating parameters of the DD-model is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). With
MLE, the estimated parameters bp and br are given by max✓=(p,r) L(✓, Gn), where the likelihood function is L(✓, Gn)
is the probability of generating Gn from Gn0 for fixed parameters ✓, i.e.

L(✓, Gn) := Pr(Gn|Gn0 ; ✓)

=
X

Gn0+1,...,Gn�1,Gn2G(Gn0 ,Gn)

nY

k=n0+1

Pr(Gk|Gk�1; ✓),

where G(Gn0 , Gn) is the set of all sequences of graphs that starts with Gn0 and ends at Gn. Given a fixed sequence of
graph evolution history (Gn0 , . . . , Gn�1, Gn), it is straightforward to calculate the likelihood, but L(✓, Gn) requires
summation over all histories, which has exponential number of possibilities. In [16], the authors present an impor-
tance sampling strategy to approximate the likelihood and thereby estimate the parameters. It is based on the idea of
traversing backwards in history (Gn to Gn�1 and Gn�1 to Gn�2 likewise) on one sample path of graph evolution
sequence via Markov chain. We adapt their algorithm to our DD-model and the complete algorithm is presented in
Supplementary Material.

We now provide a brief description of the importance sampling procedure. The idea is to express likelihood in terms
of a known reference parameter ✓0 instead of unknown ✓. Now, the likelihood can be rewritten as an expectation with
respect to ✓0 and can be estimated via Monte Carlo simulations (see [16] for more details):

L(✓, Gn) = E✓0

"
nY

k=n0

S(✓0, ✓, Gk, v)

#
,

where

S(✓0, ✓, Gk, v) =
1

k
!(Gk, ✓, v)

!(Gk, ✓0)

!(Gk, ✓0, v)
.

Here !(Gk, ✓, v) is the probability of creating the graph Gk from Gk�1 through the addition of a node v, with pa-
rameter as ✓. v can be chosen as any node in Gk such that its removal would result in a positive probability Gk�1

under the DD-model. The variable !(Gk, ✓) is the transition probability !(Gk, ✓, v), summed over all possible v. In
fact, !(Gk, ✓, v) itself is the normalized sum of !(Gk, ✓, v, w), over all possible nodes w, which is the probability of
producing a graph Gk from Gk�1 by adding a node v that is duplicated from node w.

5.3 Computational complexity of parameter estimation methods

Let us now assume that the n0 is fixed and we are interested in results up to a resolution ", that is, the values of p and
r are stored in such a way that two numbers within a distance less than " are indistinguishable.

For our algorithm 1, RECURRENCE-RELATION, a single pass requires ⇥
�
n log 1

"

�
, as it uses a binary search for

p and for every intermediate value of p it executes exactly n � n0 steps of for loop, each requiring constant time.

10
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Now it is sufficient to sample n0
" different values of r, therefore the total running time to find suitable (bp, br) pairs is

⇥
�
n

1
" log 1

"

�
.

On the other hand, the MLE algorithm needs to compute at every step values of the ! function for all possible pairs of
v and w for each graph Gk. This is the case because in DD-model every vertex v could be a duplicate of every other
vertex w always with some non-zero probability at every stage of the algorithm. This means that we require ⇥(k2)
steps at each iteration of the algorithm; therefore ⇥

�Pn
k=n0

k
2
�

= ⇥(n3) steps in total. Unfortunately, even clever
bookkeeping and amortization is not much of a help here.

Additionally, we need to estimate the likelihood for each pair (p, r) independently, as maximum likelihood function
does not have the monotonicity property, so it requires in total ⇥

�
n

3 1
"2

�
steps to find all feasible pairs up to a desired

resolution of ✏.

Moreover, as it was suggested by Wiuf et al. in [16], importance sampling provides good quality results only for
at least 1000 independent trials. This adds up a constant factor not visible in the big-⇥ notation, but significant in
practice, effectively making the algorithm infeasible for the real-world data without using supercomputer power.

6 Numerical results

In this section, we evaluate our methods on synthetic graphs and real-world PPI networks.

Estimation of tolerance interval. We find the tolerance interval of the estimated p and r values for the fitted DD-
model as follows. For a given network Gobs and a seed graph Gn0 , first the RECURRENCE-RELATION algorithm
outputs a set of solutions {(bp, br)}. For each of the feasible pairs, we then estimate the confidence interval of the
graph property with which recurrence was calculated. For instance, if the property used was the empirical mean
D, graph samples generated from DD-model(n, bp, br, Gn0) are used to estimate expectation E[D(Gn)] and variance
Var[D(Gn))] of D(n). A 95% confidence interval of D(Gn) is then given by

⇣
E[D(Gn)] � 1.96 Var[D(Gn))], E[D(Gn)] + 1.96 Var[D(Gn))]

⌘
.

The Gaussian distribution assumption used in the above expression is indeed a good approximation for the distribution
of D for large n. Now by fixing bp, we can calculate a tolerance interval (brmin, brmax) for the estimated parameter
br. In the following experiments, for demonstrating the above approach, we focus on two graph statistics D and C3

(parameter estimation will include S2 too).

Our estimation procedure can be summarized follows:

• We employ the RECURRENCE-RELATION algorithm for solving graph recurrences of the three graph statistics D,
S2 and C3, and we identify a set of solutions for p and r.

• With Gn ⇠ DD-model(n, bp, br, Gn0), we find the tolerance interval of br using the confidence interval of D(Gn) and
C3(Gn).

• We look for crossing points of the plots in the figure, and the range of values of p and r where the confidence
intervals meet around the crossing point. We call such a range of values as feasible-box.

• Though any point in the feasible-box is a good estimate of p and r, to improve the accuracy, we uniformly sample a
fixed number of points from the box and choose the pair that gives maximum p-value with respect to the number of
automorphisms of the given graph Gobs.

6.1 Synthetic graphs

In this section, we derive insights by studying our method and MLE empirically on synthetic data. We generate two
random graph samples G

(1)
n and G

(2)
n from the DD-model with the following parameters:

G
(1)
n ⇠ DD-model(n = 100, p = 0.1, r = 0.3, Gn0 = K20),

G
(2)
n ⇠ DD-model(n = 100, p = 0.99, r = 3.0, Gn0 = K20).

The choice of parameters in G
(1)
n and G

(2)
n show different regimes in the following studies. Moreover the parameters

are chosen in such a way that the generated graphs have non-trivial symmetries.

Figures 6a and 6b plot the sets of feasible points identified by the recurrence relations using RECURRENCE-RELATION
method. The light shaded bands show the tolerance intervals of r. We observe that the crossing points and the tolerance

11


